Nigeria Initiative
An urgent need to equip leaders.

How it began
While Bulus Galadima was in the States for seminary, he attended Immanuel
Church in Gurnee, IL.
Bulus was part of a Journey group there and saw the potential for use within
church leadership in Nigeria.
When he returned to Nigeria as provost of a Nigerian seminary, he shared his
experience of The Journey with other leaders. Financial help was raised
through VP3 and Immanuel Church allowing them to offer The Journey to
over 100 people! The impact was phenomenal!

“Before The Journey, I was confused about my life, calling or ministry. I
had no confidence that something good can really come out from my
life…. God poured his cleansing water into the dirt and sin cup of my
life and his outpouring is removing the dirt and is refreshing me,
renewing my sense of value…. This process has become one tool God is
using in forming me.” Rebecca Dauda, Kaduna

Bulus Galadima

The need today
The ripple continues through the ministry of Bitrus Audu. Bitrus has reached
back out to VP3 to see how we can continue this deepening work. The current
state of affairs in Nigeria is unstable. Their income is extremely low, living on
$1.00 a day. Christian lives are at stake every day yet people are longing more
now than ever to have that deeper walk with Christ. Many are asking to be a
part of a Journey group, so we have come up with a plan. But we need your
financial help.

Rebecca Dauda, Kaduna

Training
Two leaders from Nigeria plan to be trained in the
leading of the VP3 Pathway of processes. This will
be a compact, intense training time that will equip
them to lead well and train others back home.

Materials
Getting the VP3 materials to Nigeria has proven to
be most difficult––theft, delays, damages.
Therefore, VP3 is offering this group printing
rights for the manuals. This will give them
freedom to print as needed and have the materials
when they need them.

How you can help
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We anticipate the cost to train and equip these leaders, providing them with the tools they need, will be about
$7,500. VP3 has discounted the manuals by over 75% which is reflected in these numbers.
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Cost to train Bitrus Audu and his associate
(materials and VP3’s staff resources)
Printing rights for 100 sets of manuals
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$3,000
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$4,500

We appreciate your partnership in this Nigeria Initiative. To participate, go to vantagepoint3.org/donate/ and
click on the Nigeria button. Or send a check payable to VantagePoint3, 2104 S Summit Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 57105,
and put Nigeria in the subject line.

All contributions are tax deductible.
VantagePoint3 is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization seeking to
help adults discover who they are, who God is and what God desires them to be and do.

